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INTRODUCTION

Nothing so like as eggs; yet no one, on account of this apparent similarity,
expects the same taste and J;e1ish in all of them. 'Tis only after a long course
of uniform experiments in any kind, that we attain a firm reliance and security
with regard to a particular event. Now where is that process of reasoning,
which from one instance draws a conclusion, 80 different from that which it
infers from a hundred instances, that are no way different from that single
instance? This question I propose as much for the sake of information, as
with any intention of raising difficulties. I cannot find; I cannot imagine any
such reasoning. But I keep my mind still open to instruction, if anyone will
vouchsafe to bestow it on me.-HuME. 1

1. I HAVE described Probability as comprising that part of
logic which deals with arguments which are rational but not
conclusive. By far the most important types of such arguments
are those which are based on the methods of Induction and
Analogy. Almost all empirical science rests on these. And the
decisions dictated by experience in the ordinary conduct of life
generally depend on them. To the analysis and logical justification of these methods the following chapters are directed.
Inductive processes have formed, of course, at all times a
vital, habitual part of the mind's machinery. Whenever we learn
by experience, we are using them. But in the logic of the schools
they have taken their proper place slowly. No clear or satisfactory account of them is to be found anywhere. Within and
yet beyond the scope of formal logic, on the line, apparently,
between mental and natural philosophy, Induction has been
admitted into the organon of scientific proof, without much help
from the logicians, no one quite knows when.
2. What are its distinguishing characteristics 1 What are
the qualities which in ordiuary discourse seem to afford strength
to an inductive argument?
1
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I shall try to answer these questions before I proceed to
the more fundamental problem-What ground have we for regarding such arguments as rational 1
'
Let the reader remember, therefore, that in the first of the
succeeding chapters my main purpose is no more than to state
in precise language what elements are commonly regarded as
adding weight to an empirical or inductive argument. This
requires some patience and a good deal of definition and special
terminology. But I do not think that the work is controversial.
At any rate, I am satisfied myself that the analysis of Chapter
XIX. is fairly adequate.
.
.
In the next section, Chapters XX. and XXI., I continue in
part the same task, but also try to elucidate what sort of assumptions, if we could adopt them, lie behind and are reqnired by the
methods just analysed. In Chapter XXII. the nature of these
assumptions is diseussed' further, and their possible justification
is debated.
3. The passage quoted from Hume at the head of this chapter
is a good introduction to our snbject. Nothing so like as eggs,
and after a Wng course of uniform experiments we can expect
with a firm reliance and security the same taste and relish in all
of them. The eggs must be like eggs, and we must have tasted
many of them. This argument is based partly upon Analogy
and partly upon what may be termed Pure Induction. We argue
from Analogy in so far as we depend upon the likeness of the eggs,
and from Pure Induction when we trust the numher of the experiments.

It will be useful to call arguments inductive which depend
in any way on the methods of Analogy and Pure Induction. But
I do not mean to suggest by the use of the term inductive that these
methods are necessarily confined to the objects of phenomenal
experience and to what are sometimes called empirical questions;
or to preclude from the outset the possibility of their use in
abstract and metaphysical inqniries. While the term inductive
will be employed in this general sense, the expression Pure
Induction must be kept for that part of the argument which
arises out of the repetition of instances.
4. Hurne's account, however, is incomplete. His argument
could have been improved. His experiments should not have
been too uniform, and ought to have differed from one another
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as much as possible in all respects save that of the likeness of the
eggs. He should have tried eggs in the town and in the country,
in January and iu June. He might then have discovered that
eggs could be good or bad, however like they looked.
This principle of varying those of the characteristics of the
instances, which we regard in the conditions of our generalisation
as non-essential, may be termed Negative Analogy.
It will be argued later on that an increase in the number of
experiments is only valuable in so far as, by increasing, or possibly
increasing, the variety found amongst the non-essential characteristics of the instances, ·it strengthens the Negative Analogy.
If Hume's experiments had been absolutely uniform, he would
have been right to raise doubts about the conclusion. There is
;no process of reasoning, which from one instance draws a conclusion different from that which it infers from a hundred instances, if the latter are known to be in no way different from
the former. Hume has unconsciously misrepresented the typical
inductive argument.
When our control of the experiments is fairly complete, and
the conditions in which they take place are well known, there is
not much room for assistance from Pure Induction. If the
Negative Analogies are known, there is no need to count the
instances. But where our control is incomplete, and we do not
know accurately in what ways the instances differ from one
another, then an increase in the mere number of the instances
helps the argument. For unless we know for certain that the
instances are perfectly uniform, each new instance may possibly
add to the Negative Analogy.
Hume might also have weakened his argument. He expects
no more than the same taste and relish from his eggs. He
attempte no conclusion as to whether his stDmach will always
draw from them the same nourishment. He has conserved the
force of his generalisation by keeping it, narrow.
5. In an indnctive argument, therefore, we start with a
number of instances similar in some respects AB, dissimilar in
others C. We pick out one or more respects A in which the
instances are similar, and argue that some of the other respects
B in which they are also similar are likely to be associated with
the characteristics A in other unexamined cases. The more
comprehensive the essential characteristics A, the greater the
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variety amongst the non-essential characteristics 0, and the less
comprehensive the characteristics B which we seek to associate
with A, the stronger is the likelihood or probability of the generalisation we seek to establish.
These are the three ultimate logical elements on which the
probability of an empirical argument depends,-the Positive
and the Negative Analogies and the scope of the generalisation.
6. Amongst the generalisations arising out of empirical
argument we can distinguish two separate types. The first of
these may be termed universal induction. Although such inductions are themselves susceptible of auy degree of probability,
they affirm invariable relations. The generalisations which they
assert, that is to say, claim universality, and are upset if a
single exception to them can be discovered. Only in the more
exact sciences, however, do we aim at establishing universal
inductions. In the majority of cases we are content with that
other kind of induction which leads up to laws upon which
we can generally depend, bnt which does not claim, however
adequately established, to assert a law of more tban probable
connection.' This second type may be termed Inductive Correlation. If, for instance, we base npon the data, that this and that
and those swans are white, the conclusion that all swans are white,
we are endeavouring to establish a universal induction. But if
we base upon the data that this and those swans are white and
that swan is black, the conclusion that most swans are white,.
or that the probability of a swan's being white is such and such,
then we are establishing an inductive correlation.
Of these two types, the former-universal induction-presents both the simpler and the more fundamental problem. In
this part of my treatise I shall confine myself to it almost entirely.
In Part Y., on the Foundations of Statistical Inference, I shall
discuss, so far as I can, the logical basis of inductive correlation.
7. The fundamental connection between Inductive Method
and Probability deserves all the emphasis I can give it. Many
writers, it is true, have recognised that the conclusions which we
reach by inductive argument are probable and inconclusive.
J evons, for instance, endeavoured to justify inductive processes
by means of the principles of inverse probability. And it is true
also that much of the work of Laplace and his followers was
1
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directed to the solution of essentially inductive problems. But
it has been seldom apprehended clearly, either by these writers
or by others, that the validity of every induction, strictly interpreted, depends, not on a matter of fact, bnt on the existence of
a relation of probability. An inductive argument affirms, not
that a certain matter of fact is so, but that relative to certain
evidence there is a probability in its favour. The validity of the
induction, relative to the original evidence, is not upset, therefore,
if, as a fact, the truth turns out to be otherwise.
The clear apprehension of this truth profoundly modifies
our attitude towards the solution of the inductive problem. The
validity of the inductive method does not depend on the success
of its predictions. Its repeated failure in the past may, of course,
supply us with new evidence, the inclusion of which will modify
the force of subsequent inductions. But the force of the old
induction relative to the olil. evidence is untouched. The evidence
with which our experience has supplied us in the past may have
proved misleading, but this is entirely irrelevant to the
question of what conclusion we ought reasonably to have
drawn from the evidence then before us. The validity and
reasonable nature of inductive generalisation is, therefore, a
question of logic and not of experience, of formal and not of
material laws. The actual constitution of the phenomenal
universe determines the character of our evidence; but it cannot
determine what conclusions given evidence rationally supports.

on.

CHAPTER XIX
THE NATURE OF ARGUMENT BY ANALOGY

All kinds of reasoning from causes or effects are founded on t":"o particulars,
viz. the constant conjunction of any two objects in all p~-st experience, and the
resemblance of a present object to any of them. Without somC de~ee of
resemblance, as well as union, 'tis impossible there can be any reasomng.HuntE.I

1. Hmm rightly maintains that some degree of resemblance
must always exist between the various instances .upon which a
generalisation is based. For they must have thIS, .~t least,. m
common, that they are instances of the proposItIon whICh
generalises them. Some element of analogy lliust, therefore,
lie at the base of every inductive argument. In thIS chapter I
shall try to explain with precision the meaning of Analogy, and
to analyse the reasons, for which, rightly or wrongly, we usually
regard analogies as strong or weak, without consideringat present
whether it is possible to find a good reason for ~ur mstmctlve
principle that likeness breeds the expectatIOn of likeness.
2. There are a few technical terUlS to be defined. We mean
by a generalisation a statement. that all o.f a certain definab.le class
of propositions are true. It IS convement to specify thIS class
in the following way. Iff(x) is true for all those values of x for
which ¢(x) is true, then we have a generalisation about .¢ andf
which we may write g(¢,1). If, for example, we are dealing Wlth
the generalisation, " All swans -are white," this is equivalent to
the statement '" x is white' is true for all those values of x for
which' x is a 'swan , is true." The proposition ¢(a) .J(a) is an
instance of the generalisation g( ¢' 1).
..
By thus defining a generalisation in term~ of proposItIonal
functions, it becomes possible to deal with all kinds of generaiISa1
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tions in a uniform way; and also to bring generalisation into
convenient connection with our definition of Analogy.
If some one thing is true about both of two objects, if, that is
to say, they both satisfy the same propositional function, then to
this extent there is an arttalogy between them. Every generalisation g(¢, 1), therefore, asserts that one analogy is always accompanied by another, namely, that between all objects having the
analogy ¢ there is also the analogy f. The set of propositional
functions, which are satisfied by both of the two objects, constitute the positive analogy. The analogies, which would be
disclosed by complete knowledge, may be termed the tota! positive
analogy; those which are relative to partial knowledge, the
known positive analogy.
As the positive analogy measures the resemblances, so the
negative analogymeasures the differences between the two objects.
The set of functions, such that each is satisfied by one and not
by the other of the objects, constitutes the negative analogy.
We have, as before, the distinction between the total negative
analogy and the known negative analogy.
This set of definitions is soon extended to the cases in which
the number of instances exceeds two. The functions which are
true of a!l of the instances constitute the positive analogy of the
set of instances, and those which are true of some only, and are
false of others, constitute the negative analogy. It is clear that
a function, which represents positive analogy for a group of
instances taken out of the set, may be a negative analogy for the
set as a whole. Analogies of this kind, which are positive for
a sub-class of the instances, but negative for the whole class, we
may term sub-ana!ogies. By this it is meant that there are
resemblances which are common to some of the instances, but
not to all.
A simple notation, in accordance with these definitions, will
be useful. If there is a positive analogy ¢ between a set of instances a, . . . an' whether or not this is the total analogy
between them, let us write thisA (¢).1
at_ .. a"
x=a"

, Hence A (1)=1(a,) .1(a,) .. . 1(a,,)= II 1(x).
~ ••• an
Z=Ul
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And if there is a negative analogy </>', let us write thisA (</>').1
aI_ .. a"

Thus A (</>J expresses the fact that there is a set of
al'" an

characteristics </> which are common to all the instances, and
.ii. (</>') that there is a set of characteristics </>' which is
aI_"

a".

true of at least one of the instances and false of at least one.
3. In the typical argument from analogy we wish to generalise
from one part to another of the total analogy which experience
has shown to exist between certain selected instances. In all the
cases where one characteristic </> has been found to exist, another
characteristicfhas been found to be associated with it. We argue
from this that any instance, which is known to share the first
analogy </>, is likely to share also the second analogy f. We have
found in certain cascs, that is to say, that both </> andf are true
of them; and we wish to assertf as true of other cases in which
we have only observed </>. We seek to establish the generalisation
g( </>' j), on the ground that </> and f constitute between them an
observed positive analogy in a given set of experiences.
But while the argument is of this character, tho grounds, upon
which we attribute more or less weight to it, are often rather
complex; and we must discuss them, therefore, in a systematic
manner.
4. According to the view suggcsted in the last chapter, the
value of such an aTgument depends partly upon the nature of the
couclusion which we seek to draw, partly upon the evidence
which supports it. If Hume had expected the same degree of
nourishment as well as the same taste and relish from all of the
eggs, he would have drawn a conclusion of weaker probability.
Lct us consider, then, this dependence of the probability upon the
scope of the generalisation g(</>,j),-upon the comprehensiveness,
that is to say, of the condition </> and the conclusionfrespectively.
The more comprehensive the condition </> and the less comprehensive the conclusion f, the greater a priori probability do
we attribute to thc generalisation g. With every increase in </>
this probability increascs, and with every increase in f it will
diminish.
'lienee

A
al'"

(¢')
a"

X=I!..

x=a,'

¢'(x).
x=a,.

:,; ¢'(x).
x=«/

= :,;
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The condition </>( =</>1</>2) is more comprehensive than the
?ondition </>1' relative to the general evidence h, if </>2 is a condition
:ndependent of .</>, :clative, to h, </>2 being independent of </>" if
g( </>1' </>2)/h 1, •. e, 'f, relatIve to h, the satisfaction of </>2 is not
inferrible from that of </>1'
Similarly the conclnsionf( =f,f2) is more comprehensive than
the conclusionf" relative to the general evidence h, iff2 is a conclusion independent of f" relative to h, i.e. if gU" f2)/h 1.
If </> = </>'</>2 and f =fJ2' where .</>, and </>2 are independent and
II andf2 are independent relative to h, we have-

*

*

and

g( </>,' i)/h ~ g(</>'</>2' iJ . g( </>112' f)/h
<g(</>, f)jl"
g(</>,/)/h ~ g(</>'/'/2)/h
~g(1)ft'/2)/h .g(</>'/,)/h
5:g( </>, fl)/h,
g(</>, flJ/h""g( </>,f)/h""g(</>" f)/h.

so that
This proves the statement made above. It will be noticed
that we cannot necessarily compare the a priori probabilities
of two generalisations in respect of more and less, unless the condition of the first is included in the condition of the second and
the conclusion of the second is included in that of the first. '
. We see, therefore, that Some generalisations stand initially
III a stronger pOSItiOn than othe~s. In order to attain a given
degree of probabilIty, generalIsatiOns require, according to their
scope, different amounts of favourable evidence to support them,
5. Let us now pass from the character of the generalisation
a. Fiori to the evidence by which we support it. Since, whenever the conclusion f is complex, i.e. resolvable into the form
f,j2 w~er~ g(f" i2)fh 1, we can express the probability of thc
generalrsatlOn g(</>,j) as the prodnct of the probabilities of the
two generalisations g(</>f,,f2) and g(</>,ft), we may assume in what
follows, that the conclusionf is simple and not capable of further
analysis, without diminishing the generality of our argument.
We will begin with the simplest casc, namely that which
arises in the following conditions. First, let us ass~me that our
knowledge of the examined instances is complete, so that we know
of every statement, which is about the examiued instances
whether it is true or false of each.' Second, let us assume that

*

•
1 ~f p(a} is a, proposition and 1f!(a)=h. 8(a), where k is a proposition not
Involvmg a, then we must regard 8(a). not 1f;(a) as the statement about a.
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all the instances which are known to satisfy the condition 1>,
are also known to satisfy the conclusion 1 of the generalisation.
And third let ns assnme that there is nothing which is true of
aU the examined instances and yet not included either in 1> or
in 1, i.e. that the positive analogy between the instances is
exactly co-extensive with the analogy 1>1 which is covered by the
generalisation.
Such evidence as this constitntes what we may term a perfect
analogy. The argument in favour of the generalisation cannot
be further improved by a knowledge of additional ·instances.
Since the positive analogy between the instances is exactly
coextensive with the analogy covered by the generalisation, and
since our knowledge of the examined instances is complete, there
is no need to take account of the negative analogy.
An analogy of this kind, however, is not likely to have much
practical ntility; for if the analogy covered by the generalisation, covers the whole of the positive analogy between the instances
it is difficnlt to see to what other instances the generalisation can
be applicable. Any instance, about which everything is true
which is true of all of a set of instances, must be identical with
one of them. Indeed, an argument from perfect analogy can
only have practical utility, if, as will be argued later on, there are
some distinctions between instances which are irrelevant for the
purposes of analogy, and if, in a perfect analogy, the positive
analogy, of which we must take account, need cover only those
distinctions which are relevant. In this case a generalisation
based on perfect analogy might cover instances numerically
distinct from those of the original set.
The law of the Uniformity of Nature appears to me to amount
to an assertion that an analogy which is perfect, except that mere
differences of position in time and space are treated as irrelevant,
is a valid basis for a generalisation, two total causes being regarded as the same if they only· differ in their positions in time
or space. This, I think, is the whole of the importance which
this law has for the theory of inductive argument. It involves
the assertion of a generalised judgment of irrelevance, namely,
of the irrelevance of mere position in time and space to generalisations which have no reference to particnlar positions in time
and space. It is in respect of such position in time or space that
, nature' is supposed 'uniform.' The siguificance of the law
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and the nature of its justification, if any, are further discussed
in Chapter XXII.
6. Let us now pass to the type which is next in order of
simplicity. We will relax the first condition and no longer assume
that the whole of the positive analogy between the instances is
covered by the generalisation, though retaining the assumption
that our knowledge of the examined instances is complete. We
know, that is to say, that there are some respects in which the
examined instances are all alike, and yet which are not covered
by the generalisation. If 1>, is the part of the positive analogy
between the instances which is not covered by the generalisation,
then the probability of this type of argument from analogy can
be written-

g(1),J) /.,.~ "" (1)M)·
The value of this probability turns on the comprehensiveness
of 1>,. There are some characteristics 1>, common to all the
instances, which the generalisation treats as unessential, but
the less comprehensive these are the better. 1>, stands for the
characteristics in which all the instances resemble one another
outside those covered by the generalisation. To reduce these
resemblances between the instances is the same thing as to
increase the differences between them. And hence any increase
in the Negative Analogy involves a reduction in the comprehensiveness of 1>,. When, however, our knowledge of the
instances is complete, it is not necessary to make separate
mention of the negative analogy A (1)') in the above formula.
~

... a.".

For 1>' simply includes all those functions about the instances,
which are not included in 1'1>,1, and of which the contradictories
are not included in them; so that in stating A (1)1>,/), we
state by implication A (1)') also.
at .. ·a.n

aI'"

an

.

The whole process of strengthening the argument in favour
of the generalisation g(1), f) by the accumulation of further experience appears to me to consist in making the argument
approximate as nearly as possible to the conditions of a perfect
analogy, by steadily reducing the comprehensiveness of those
resemblances 1>, between the instances which our generalisation
disregards. Thus the advantage of additional instances, derived
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from experience, arises not out of their number as such, but out

of their tendency to limit and rednce the comprehensiveness of
¢" or, in other words, ont of their tendency to increase the negative
analogy ¢', since ¢,¢' comprise between them whatever is not
covered by ¢f. The more nnmerons the instances, the less comprehensive are their superfluous resemblances likely to be. Bnt
a single additional instance which greatly reduced ¢, would increase the probability of the argumeut more than a large number
of instauces which affected ¢, less.
7. The nature of the argument examined so far is, then, that
the instances all have some characteristics in common which
we have ignored in framing our generalisation; but it is still
assumed that our knowledge about the· examined instances is
complete. We will next dispense with this latter assumption, and
deal with the case in which our knowledge of· the characteristics
of the examined instances themsclves is or may be incomplete.
It is now necessary t{) take explicit account of the known
negative analogy. For when the known positive analogy falls
short of the total positive analogy, it is not possible to infer the
negative analogy from it. Difference~ may be known between the
instances which cannot be inferred from the known positive
analogy. The probability of the argument must, therefore, be
written-

g(¢,j)/ a,~"" (¢¢,j) a,~"" (1)'),
where ¢¢,f stands for the characteristics in which all n instances
a, . . . a. are known to be alike, and ¢' stands for the characteristics in which they are known to differ.
This argument is strengthened by any additional instance or
by any additional knowledge about the formcr instances which
diminishes the known superfluous resemblances ¢, or increases the
negative analogy ¢'. The object of the accumulation of further
experience is still the same as before, uamely, to make the form
of the argument approximate more and more closely to that of
perfect analogy. Now, however, that our knowledge of the
instances is no longer assumed to be complete, we must take
accouut of the mere number n of the instances, as well as of our
specific knowledge in regard to them; for the more numerous
the instances are, the greater the opportunity for the total
negative analogy to exceed the known negative analogy. But
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the more complete our knowledge of the instances, the less
attention need we pay to their mere number, and the more
imperfect our knowledge the greater the stress which must be
laid upon the argument from number. This part of the argument will be discussed in detail in the following chapter on
Pure Induction.
8. When our knowledge of the instances is incomplete, there
may exist analogies which are known to be true of some of the
instances and are not known to be false of any. These subanalogies (see § 2) are not so dangerous as the positive analogies ¢"
which are known to be true of all the instances, but their existence
is, evidently, an element of weakness, which we must endeavour
to eliminate by the growth of knowledge and the multiplication
of instances. A sub-analogy of this kind between the instances
a• . _ . a, may be written A ('h); and the formula, if it
a.r ... a3

is to take account of all the relevant information, ought, therefore, to be written-

where the terms of

IIt..~a.. ('h)} stand for the various sub-

analogies between sub-classes of the instances, which are not
included in ¢¢,j or in ¢'.
9. There is now another complexity to be introduced. We
must dispense with the assumption that the whole of the analogy
covered by the generalisation is known to exist in all the instances.
For there may be some instances within our experience, about
which our knowledge is incomplete, but which show part of the
analogy required by the generalisation and nothing which contradicts it; and such instances afford some support to the
generalisation. Suppose that ,¢ and ,f are pWd of ¢ and f respectively, then we may have a set of instances b, . .. b", which
show the following analogies:

where ,¢, is the analogy not covered by the generalisation, and
so on, as before.
Q
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In this expression a<P, ,f are the whole or part of <p,f; the product
II is composed of the positive and negative analogies for each
(1"

b• .•

of the sets of instances ~ ... an; bI . . . b1nl etc.; and the
product II contains the various sub-analogies of different subclasses of all the instances a, .•• an> b, ... b,a, etc., regarded as
one set.1
10. This completes our classification of the positive evidence
which supports a generalisation; but the probability may also
be affected by a consideration of the negative evidence. We
have taken account so far of that part of the evidence only which
shows the whole or part of the analogy we require, and we have
neglected those iustances of which <p, the condition of the generalisation, or f, its conclusion, or part of <p or off is known to be false.
Suppose that there are instances of which <p is true andf false, it
is clear that the generalisation is ruined. But cases in which we
know part of <p to be true and f to be false, ar.d are ignorant as
to the truth or falsity of the rest of <p, weaken it to some extent.
We must take account, therefore, of analogies

where ,,<p, part of <p, is true of all the set, and "j, part of f, is
false of all the set, while the truth or falsity of some part of <p and
f is uuknown. The negative evidence, however, can strengthen
as well as weaken the evidence. We deem instances favourably
relevant iu which <p andf are both false together. 2
Our final formnla, therefore, must include terms, similar to
those in the formnla which concludes § 9, not only for sets of
instances which show analogies a<Pa.!, where a<P and ,f are parts
of <P' and f, but also for sets which show analogies a¢a.!,
1 Even if we want to distinguish between the sub-analogies of the a set and
the sub-analogies of tho b set, tbis information can be gathered from the pro~
duct n.
2 I am disposed to think that we need not pay attention to instances for
which part of ¢ is known to be false, and part of f to be true. But the
question is a little perplexing.
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or analogies
where 0<P and ,f are the whole or part of <p
and f, and ¢ are the contradictories of <p and j.'
It should be added, perhaps, that the theoretical classification of most empirical arguments in daily use is complicated by
the account which we reasonably take of generalisations previously established. We often take account indirectly, therefore,
of evidence which supports in some degree other generalisations
than that which we are concerned to &ltablish or refute at the
moment, but the probability of which is relevant to the problem
under investigation.
11. The argument will be rendered unnecessarily complex,
without much benefit to its theoretical interest, if we deal with
the most general case of all. What follows, therefore, will de~l
with the formula of the third degree of generality, namely-

in which no partial instances occur, i.e. no instances in which part
only of the analogy, required by the generalisation, is known to
exist. In this third degree of generality, it will be remembered,
our knowledge of the characteristics of the instances is incomplete, there is more analogy between the instances than is
covered by the generalisation, and there are some sub-analogies
to be reckoned with. In the above formnla the incompleteness
of our knowledge is implicitly recognised in that <P<P.J<P' are
not between them entirely comprehensive. It is also supposed
that all the evidence we have is positive, no knowledge is
assumed, that is to say, of instances characterised by the con-

junctions a¢a.!, a<P,], or .1>,]' where a<P and a.! are part of <p andj.
An argument, therefore, from experience, in which, on the
basis of examined instances, we establish a generalisation applicable beyond these instances, can be strengthened, if we restrict our
attention to the simpler type of case, by the following means:
(1) By reducing the resemblances <Plknown to be common to
all the instances, but ignored as unessential by the generalisation.
(2) By increasing the differences <p' known to exist between
the ins~ances.
1 !Vh~re the conclusionfis simple and not complex (see § 5), some of these
comphcatlOns ca:nnot. of course, arise.
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(3) By diminishing the snb-analogies or unessential resemblances'lrk known to be common to some of the instances and not
known to be false of any.
These results cau generally be obtained in two ways, either by
increasing the number of our instances or by increasing our know-

ledge of those we have.
The reasons why these methods seem to common sense to
strengthen the argument are fairly obvious. The object of (1) is to
avoid the possibility that cp, as well as cp is a necessary condition
of f. The object of (2) is to avoid the possibility that there may
be some resemblances additional to cp, common to all the instances,
which have escaped our notice. The object of (3) is to get rid
of indications that the total value of cp, may be greater than the
known value. When CPCP'! is the total positive analogy between
the iustances, so that the known value of cp, is its total value, it
is (1) which is fundamental; and, we need take account of (2)
and (3) only when our knowledge of the instanees is incomplete.
But when our knowledge of the instances is incomplete, so that
cp, falls short of its total value and we cailllot infer cpl from it,
it is better to regard (2) as fundamental; in any case every
rednction of cp, must increase cpl.
12. I have now attempted to analyse the various ways in
which common practice seems to assume that considerations
of Analogy can yield us presumptive evidence in favour of a
generalisation.
It has been my object, in making a classification of empirical
arguments, not so much to put my results in forms closely similar
to those in which problems of generalisation commouly present
themselves to scientific investigators, as to inquire whether
ultimate uniformities of method can be found beneath the
iilllumerable modes, superficially differing from another, in
which we do in fact argue.
I have not yet attempted to justify this way of arguing.
After turning aside to discuss in more detail the method of Pure
Induction, I shall make this att<3mpt; or rather I shall try to see
what sort of assumptions are capable of justifying empirical
reasoning of this kind.

OHAPTER XX
THE -VALUE OF MULTIPLICATION OF INSTANOES, OR PURE
INDUCTION

1. IT has often been thought that the essence of inductive argument lies in the multiplication of instances. "Where is that
process of reasoning," Hume inquired, " which from one instance

draws a conclusion, so different from that which it infers from
a hundred instances, that are no way different from that single
instance 1" I repeat that by emphasising the number of the instances Hume obscured the real object of the method. If it
were strictly true that the hundred instances are no way different
from the single instance, Hume would be right to wonder in what
manner they can strengthen the argument. The object of increasing the number of instances arises out of the fact that we
are nearly always aware of some difference between the instances
and that evenwhere the known difference is insignificant we ma;
~uspect, espemally when our knowledge of the instances is very
mcomplete, that ther~ may be more. Every new instance may
dmumsh the unessentIal resemblances between the instances and
by introducing a new difference increase the Negative Analogy.
For thIS reason, and for this reaSOn only, new instances are
valuable.
If our premisses comprise the body of memory and tradition
which has been originally derived from direct experience, and
the conclusIOn WhICh we seek to establish is the Newtonian theory
of the Solar System, our argument is one of Pure Induction, in
so far as we support the Newtonian theory by pointing to the
great number of consequences which it has in commOn with the
facts of experience. The predictions of the Nautical Almanack
are a cO,nsequence of the Newtonian theory, and these predictions
are verified many thousand times a day. But even here the
233
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force of the argument largely depends, not on the mere nnmber
of these predictions, but on the knowledge that the circumstances
in which they are fulfilled differ widely from one another in a
vast number of important respects. The variety of the circumstances, in which the Newtonian generalisation is fulfilled, rather
than the number of them, is what seems to impress our reasouable
faculties.
2. I hold, then, that our object is always to iucrease the
Negative Analogy, or, which is the same thing, to diminish the
characteristics common to all the examined instances and yet not
taken account of by our generalisation. Our method, however,
may be one which certainly achieves this object, or it may be one
which possibly achieves it. The former of these, which is obviously the more satisfactory, may consist either in increasing our
definite knowledge respecting instances examined already, or in
finding additional instances respecting which definite knowledge
is obtainable. The second of them consists in finding additional
instances of the generalisation, about which, however, our definite knowledge may be meagre; such further instances, if our
knowledge about them were more complete, would either increase
or leave unchanged the Negative Analogy; in the former case
they would strengthen the argument and in the latter case they
would not weaken it; and they must, therefore, be allowed some
weight; The two methods are not entirely distinct, because
new instances, about which we have some knowledge but not
much, may be known to increase the Negative Analogy a little
by the first method, and suspected of increasing it further by the
second.
rt is characteristic of advanced scientific method to depend
on the former, and of the crude unregulated induction of ordinary
experience to depend on the latter. It is when our definite
knowledge about the instances is limited, that we must pay
attention to their number rather than to the specific differences
between them, and must fall back on what I term Pure Induction.
In this chapter I investigate the conditions and the manner
in which the mere repetition of instances can add to the force
of the argument. The chief value of the chapter, in my judgment, is negative, and consists in showing that a line of advance,
which might have seemed promising, turns out to be a blind
alley, and that we are thrown back on known Analogy. Pure
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Induction will not give us any very substantial assistance in
getting to the bottom of the general inductive problem.
3. The problem of generalisation 1 by Pure Induction can be
stated in the following symbolic form:
Let h represent the general a priori data of the investigation;
let g represent the generalisation which we seek to establish;
let X 1X 2 • •• Xu represent instances of g.
Then x,/gh ~ 1, xzlgh ~ 1. .. x,Jgh = 1; given g, that is to
say, the truth of each of its instances follows. The problem is
to determine the probability glh""x, . .. X no i.e. the probability
of the generalisation when n instances of it are given. Our
analysis will be simplified, and nothing of fundamental importance
will be lost, if we introduce the assumption that there is nothing
in our a priori data which leads us to distinguish between the
a priO"i likelihood of the different instances; we assume, that is
to say, that there is no reason apriori for expecting the occurrence
of anyone instance with greater reliance than any other, i.e.
x./h ~ xzlh = ... = xnlh.
glhx,x, . .. x. ~p.

Write
and
then

'1Jn+1/hx 1X 2' •• Xu. =Yn+l;

Pn
gjhxJ
Pn-l = g/hx~·-

qxn/hx1

• .• JJ n

• ••

xll _

J

... 'X1~_1 = jj/1Wll ••• xn_~ . X/ltX 1 ••• xn_1
11

xnlghx, ... x._ 1
= ;;71/lWJl • "'- • X n _ l

1

Yn
P. =-,
1 and hcnce Pn
:.--

1
.Po, where Po=g/h, i.e. Po
Pn-l Yn
YIY2' .. Yn
is the a. prilYfi probability of the generalisation.
. 1 In the most general sellse we can regard any proposition as the generalisa.·
tlOn of all the propositions .which follow from it. For if k i.s any proposition,
and_we put 1.(x) = x can bemferred from h' and!(x)=x, then g(</>, 1)=16. Since
Pur~ Ind.uc~lO?- consis~s in finding as many instances of a generalisation as
posslble, It IS, ~n. the Wldest se.nse, the process of strengthening the probability
of any proposltlOn by adducmg numerous instances of known truths which
follow from it. The argument is one of Pure Induction, therefore, in so far as
the probabili~y of a conclusi.on is based upon the number of independent con.
sequences whIch the concluslOn and the premisses have in common.
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xnlh = x n/hX 1X2 .. ,Xn _ 1 . X 103 2
=Y1~' O31X2 ... xn_l/h
=Y7I.J!n-l· .. YI-

. . . xn_l/h

Po

x,x, ... xnfjlh +X,X2'

•.

x.glh

X1'/X1X2' .. x,_l[jh<l -

Po

gill, + x,O', ... xnlgh . gill,
Po

Po +

x,"', ... "'"Igh(l- Po>'

This approaches nnity as a limit, if ·x,x, ... xnlgh.

~

Po

approaches zero as a limit, when n increases.
4. We may now stop to consider how much this argument has
proved. We have shown that if each of the instances necessarily
follows from the generalisation, then each additional instance
increases the probability of the generalisation, so long as the new
instance could not have been predicted with certainty from a
knowledge of the former instances.' This condition is the same
as that which came to light when we were discussing Analogy.
If the new instance were identical with one of the former instances, a knowledge of the latter would enable us to predict it.
If it differs or may differ in analogy, then the condition rcquired
above is satisfied.
The common notion, that each successive verification of a
doubtful principle strengthens it, is formally proved, therefore,
without any appeal to conceptions of law or of causality. But
·we have not P1'Oved that this probability approaches certainty as
a limit, or even that our conclusion becomes more likely than not,
as the number of verificationsor instances is indefiuitely increased.
5. What are the conditions which must be satisfied in order
that the rate, at which the probability of the generalisation
increases, may be such that it will approach certainty as a
1

Since pl1>pn_l so long as y.. 4,).
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limit when the number of independent instances of it are indefiuitely increased 1 We have already shown, as a basis for
this investigation, that p" approaches the limit of certainty for
a generalisation g, if, as n increases, X 1X 2 . . . xu/gk becomes
small compared with Po, i.e. if the a priori probability of so many
instances, assuming the falsehood of the generalisation, is small
compared with the generalisation's a p,ilYl'i probability. It
follows, therefore, that the probability of an induction tends
towards certainty as a limit, when the number of instances is
increased, provided that

It follows, therefore, that P,,>Pn-' so long as Yn>l.
Further,
J1.X2 • · ·

Cll.

€

for all values of T, and Po>"!, where € and "! are finite probabilities, separated, that is to say, from impossibility by a value
of some fiuite amount, however small. These conditions appear
simple, but the meaning of a 'finite probability' requires a
word of explanation.'
I argued in Chapter III. that not all probabilities have an
exact numerical value, and that, in the case of some, one can say
no more about their relation to certainty and impossibility than
that they fall short of the former and exceed the latter. There
is one class of probabilities, however, which I called the numerical
class, the ratio of each of whose members to certainty can be
expressed by some number less than unity; and we can sometimes
compare a non-numerical probability in respect of more and less
with one of these numerical probabilities. This enables us to
give a definition of ' finite probability' which is capable of application te non-numerical as well as to numerical probabilities. I
define a ' finite probability' as one which exceeds some numerical
probability, the ratio of which to certainty can be expressed by
a fiuite number.' The principal method, in which a probability
can be proved finite by a process of argument, arises either when
1

The proof of these conditions, which is obvious, is as follows:
Xl x2 . ..

where

€

x,Jgk = Xn!XIX2 ••• xn_lgk. X1x2' .. xn_tI'gk < (1 - er,

is finite and Po>1] where

co~ditions, some finite value of

1]

is finite.

There is always, under these

n such that both (1- e)n and (1- e)" are less

"

than any given finite quantity, however emaIl.
2 Hence' a series of probabilities PIP2 _. . PT approaches a limit L, if, given
any positive finite number € however small, a positive integer n can always be
found such that for all values of r greater than n the difference between Land P..
is less than €''Y, where 'Y is the measure of certainty.
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its conclusion can be shown to be one of a finite number of alternatives which are between thcm exhaustive or, at any rate, have
a finite' probability, and to which the Pr~nciple of ~nd~erence

is applicable; or (more usually), when Its conclUSIOn IS ~n:ore
probable than some hypothesis which satisfies this ~st c~nditIOn.

6. The conditions, which we have now established m order
that the probability of a pure induction may tend towards
certainty as the number of instances is increased, are (1) that
X,/X{k' ... x,_,gk falls short of certainty by a finite amount
for all values of r, and (2) that Po, the a pnon probabilIty of our
generalisation, exceeds impossibility by a finite amount. It is
easy to see that we can show by an exactly similar arw;ment that
the following more general conditions are equall;: satlsfactor~ :
(1) That x,/xix, . .. x,_19k falls short of certamty by a fillite
amount for all values of r beyond a specified value s.
(2) That p" the probability of the generalis~tion r:l~tive to
a knowledge of these first s instances, exceeds ImpOSSIbIlIty by
a finite amount.
In other words Pure Induction can be usefully employed to
strengthen an argnment if, after a certain number of instances
have been examined, we have, from some other source, a finite
probability in favour of the generalis~tion, and, .assuming the
generalisation is false, a finite uncertamty ~s to. Its conclus:on
being satisfied by the next hitherto unexammed mstanc: whICh
satisfies its premiss. To take an example, Pure Induc,tIOn can
be nsed to support the generalisation that. the sun Wlll rIse every
morning for the next million years, prOVided that With the :xperience we have actually had there are finite probabilitIes,
however small,. derived from so~ otker source, first, I~ favo,:". of
the generalisatIOn, and, second, m favour of the sun s. not nsmg
to.morrow assuming the generalisatIOn to be false. GIven these
finite probabilities, obtained otherwise, however. small, then the
probability can be strengthened and ~an tend to mcrease tow~rds
certainty by the mere multiplicat:or;- of instances prOVided
that these instances are so far distmct that they are not
inferrible one from another.
7. Those supposed proofs of the Inductive ~rinciple, which
are based opeuly or implicitly on an argnment m mverse pr?bability, are all vitiated by unjustIfiable .assumptIOns relatmg
to the magnitude of the a priMi probabIlIty Po' Jevons, for

(lIT.
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instance, avowedly assumes that we may, in the absence of special

information, suppose any unexamined hypothesis to be as likely
as not. It is difficult to see how such a belief, if even its most
immediate implications had been properly apprehended, could
have remained plausible to a mind of so sound a practical judgment as his. The arguments against it and the contradictions
to which it leads have been dealt with in Ohapter IV. The
demonstration of Laplace, which depends upon the Rule of
Succession, will be discussed in Ohapter XXX.
8. The prior probability, which must always be found, before
the method of pure induction can be usefully employed to support
a substantial argnment, is derived, I think, in most ordinary
cases-with what justification it remains to discuss-from considerations of Analogy. But the conditions of valid induction
as they have been enunciated above, are quite independent of
analogy, and might be applicable to other types of argnment.
In certain cases we might feel justified in assuming directly that
the necessary conditions are satisfied.
Our belief, for instauce, in the validity of a logical scheme is
based partly upon inductive grounds-on the number of conclusions, each seemingly true on its own account, which can be
derived from the axioms-and partly on a degree of self-evidence
in the axioms themselves sufficicnt to give them the initial
probability upon which induction can build. We depend upon
the initial presumption that, if a proposition appears to us to
be true, this is by itself, in the absence of opposing evidence,
some reason for its being as well as appearing trne. We cannot
deny that what appears true is sometimes false, but, unless we
can assume some substantial relation of probability between
the appearance and the reality of truth, the possibility of
even probable knowledge is at an end.
The conception of our having some reason, though not a
conclusive one, for certain beliefs, arising out of direct inspection,

may prove important to the theory of epistemology. The old
metaphysics has been greatly hindered by reason of its having
always demanded demoustrative certainty. Much of the cogency
of Hume's criticism arises out of the assumption of methods
of certainty on the part of those systems against which it was
directed. The earlier realists were hampered by their not perceiving that lesser claims in the beginning might yjeld them
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what they wanted in the end. And transcendental philosophy
has partly arisen, I believe, through the belief that there is no
knowledge on these matters short of certain knowledge, being
combined with the belief that such certain knowledge of metaphysical questions is beyond the power of ordinary methods.
Wnen we allow that probable knowledge is, nevertheless, real,
a new method of argument can be introduced into metaphysical
discussions. The demonstrative method can be laid on one side,
and we may attempt to advance the argument by taking account
of circumstances which seem to give some reason for preferring
one alternative to another. Great progress may follow if the
nature and reality of objectB of perception," for instance, can be
usefully investigated by methods not altogether dissimilar from
those employed in science and with the prospect of obtaining as
high a degree of certainty as that which belongs to some scientific
conclusions; and it may conceivably be shown that a belief in
the conclusions of science, enunciated in any reasonable manner
however restricted, involves a preference for some metaphysical
conclusions over others.

9. Apart from analysis, careful reflection would hardly lead
us to expect that a conclusion which is based on no other than
grounds of pure induction, defined as I have defined them as
consisting of repetition of instances merely, could attain in this
way to a high degree of probability. To this extent we ought
all of us to agree with Hume. We have found that the suggestions of common sense are supported by more precise methods.
Moreover, we constantly distinguish between arguments, which
we call inductive, upon other grounds than the number of instances upon which they are based; and under certain conditions
we regard as crucial an insignificant number of experiments. The
metbod of pure induction may be a useful means of strengthening
a probability based on some other ground. In the case, however,
of most scientific arguments, which would commonly be called
inductive, the probability that ,ve are right, when we make
predictions on the basis of past experience, depends not so
much on the number of past experiences upon which we rely,
as on the degree in which the circumstances of these experiences
1 A paper by :Mr. G. E. :Moore entitled, H The Nature and Reality of Objects
of Perception," which was published in the Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society
for 1906, seems to me to apply for the first time a method somewhat resembling
that which is described above.
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resemble the known circumstances in which the prediction is
Scientific method, indeed, is maiuly devoted to
dlScovermg means of so heightelling the known analogy that
we may dISpense as far as possible with the methods of pure
induction.
Wllen, therefore, our previous knowledge is considerable
and the analogy is good, the purely inductive part of the argument may take a very subsidiary place. But when our knowledge
of the. instances is slight, we may have to depend upon pure
mductIOn a good deal. In an advanced science it is a last resort
.
'
-the least satIsfactory of the methods. But sometimes it must
be our first resort, the method upon which we must depend in
the dawn of knowledge and in fundamental inqlliries where
we must presuppose nothing.
t~ take :ffect.

